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Condensing more than 25 years of R&D experience and know-how,
and the milestone technology of a leading electrical and electronic
manufacturer.
Photovoltaic inverters, from Mitsubishi Electric.

Mitsubishi Electric photovoltaic inverters ~
strategically condensing the latest breakthroughs in semiconductors, power generation plants and other key fields.
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Power modules delivering high
efficiency, input voltage and
reliability.
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High-power Low-loss ferrite
core reactor that delivers outstanding efficiency.
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Optimum control software
1 High-speed switching
control: DSP
2 System total control: CPU
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Original derating design, for
long-term reliability.
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Cooling structure for long-term
reliability and high efficiency.
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Drain structure engineered to
prevent water penetration and
satisfy the IP41 enclosure
standard.
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Metal cover enclosed structure
built to excel in design and
construction friendliness, while
enhancing fire resistance and
other safety features.
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Terminal block connecting style
inside inverter, for high safety,
long-term reliability and easy
installation.
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Large-size displays, enhanced
by multiple-indicators with
green colored backlight.
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Lead-free solder circuit board
for eco-friendly products.
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High-efficiency inverters convert greater amounts of power from solar modules, raising the level of economical and environmental satisfaction for the customer. At Mitsubishi Electric, particularly keen efforts have been channeled into enhancing the efficiency of the actual use environment. Experience the stellar caliber of efficiency available only from Mitsubishi Electric – the company
renowned for its long history of excellence and independently integrated production.

Triple combination achieving high efficiency, high input voltage
and compact dimensions (low volume and weight) at the industry's cutting edge.
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Mitsubishi Electric is a leading manufacturer in the power module
industry. As evidence, our power modules are playing frontline
roles in a growing range of cutting edge technology fields.
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Photovoltaic inverters with our independently customized highspeed 5th generation trench gate IGBT.

Our broad-ranging output sphere
realizes high conversion efficiency.
The result is highly efficient and
waste-free conversion of generated
electricity, even during low-sunlight
morning and evening hours or on
cloudy days.
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Industry top-class Max. efficiency of
96.2%, Euro. efficiency of 95.4%
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3-level inverter system (patent
pending), adopted for our
independently crafted
customized power module.
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Output Power ratio [%]

MPPT efficiency of 99.7%
Maximum point (3000W)

MPPT efficiency of 95.0%
Maximum point (3000W)

Operation point
99.7%
P

Operation point
95.0%
P

MPPT* efficiency of 99.7 %
Stellar efficiency during actual use,
backed by the combination of high
MPPT efficiency of 99.7% and
wideranging input Voltage (160650V)
*Maximum Power Point Tracking

High-power Low-loss ferrite
core reactor
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Operation point
99.7%

Operation point
95.0%
P

Inverter efficiency
96.2%

Inverter efficiency
96.2%

Inverter output
2877W

Inverter output
2742W

Optimum control software
1 High-speed switching control: DSP
2 System total control: CPU
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Photovoltaic inverters are electronic devices used on a constant basis over extended periods of time, making long-term reliability

Photovoltaic inverters are utilized under conditions of high voltage and other fierce environments, over extended periods of

essential. At Mitsubishi Electric, we have mobilized our long years of experience and know-how to introduce design and structu-

time. Malfunctions, meanwhile, depending on the degree of trouble, harbor the threat of fire. At Mitsubishi Electric, each product

ral improvements in the quest for such long-term reliability. We believe that the supply of malfunction-free products is the great-

is designed with safety as the top priority, ensuring customer peace of mind for as long as that inverter remains in service.

est service of all, and continue to set our sights on this vital goal.

Terminal block connecting method
with ring tongue terminals

Original derating designing concept
Example of derating: Capacitor failure rates viewed by stress ratio
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With electronic components, higher stress ratios
raise the failure rate.
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At Mitsubishi Electric, an original derating design concept reduces the
electrical stress of each electrical
component by the rated value for
actual use time, lowering the product failure rate and ensuring reliability for the long term.
With adoption of our original derating design concept, the very first Mitsubishi Electric photovoltaic inverter (400kW) delivered continues to operate today,
more than two decades after its installation in 1985.
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Connecting with ring tongue terminals raises the connection reliability,
with faulty connection prevention
plate installed between the DC and
AC input terminals to avert faulty
cable connections. This also generates
cost savings by eliminating the need
for specialized tools to connect ring
tongue terminals and cables form
solar modules.
1) Before connecting the cable
2) After connecting the cable

Ta = 40º C

Stress ratio
fit : failures in time (failure rate), 1 fit = f (number of failures) / 109 Hr
Ta: Ambient temperature
Mitsubishi Electric photovoltaic inverter (400kW,
installed in 1985)

Original Cooling and Clean structure
Use of the high-speed temperature
control ventilator to minimize the
output suppressed by temperature
increases inside the inverter.
Based on the Mitsubishi Electric original cooling and heat radiation structure, a breakthrough perfected from
long years of experience, the wind
introduced from the fan cools only
the power module component,
blocking excessive flow to the circuit
board. This maintains cleanliness in
the circuit board section, a feature
that contributes to superb and unwavering reliability. Based on this
cooling structure, installation is possible over a broad range of use environment temperatures (-25ºC to
+60ºC).
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Metal cover enclosed structure
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Placing the connecting point inside
the inverter prevents fire generated
from faulty connections or other
problems from getting outside. The
metal cover-based enclosed structure
also keeps fire from spreading to the
house.
3) Interior: a metal cover also protects the display circuit board.
4) Exterior

Original Drain Structure of Housing
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Based on know-how cultivated
through the solar module construction method, a unique drain structure is adopted on the inverter cover connection component. This
arrangement keeps water out of the
inverter interior by flushing it outside, and in doing so satisfies the
IP41 enclosure standard.
IP: International Protection
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Photovoltaic inverters are installed at locations ranging from cellar of private house to garages, farms and various other sites,

Determined to make photovoltaic power generation systems a more familiar presence and pleasant to use, Mitsubishi Electric has

where they are connected with monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, amorphous silicon and other solar cells. To best re-

channeled particularly strong efforts into enhancing product design and visibility.

spond to the demands of installation firms, Mitsubishi Electric devotes keen consideration to the key points of: (1) simple system
design, (2) application and system compatibility, and (3) easy installation.

Large-size LCD display as standard
equipment. Generous dimension figures and characters make this display
eye-friendly indeed.
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Mitsubishi Electric photovoltaic inverters handle a wide range of DC
input voltage, from 150V to 700V
(MPPT range: from 160V to 650V)
enabling two models (3.3kW and
4.6kW) to cover application needs in
systems of all capacities.
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Backlight-equipped for easy visibility
in dark locations too.
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Mitsubishi Electric's original photovoltaic inverter configurator, for
easy system design with modules
from major manufacturers (approx.
1,000 models from 100 companies).

Use the "Simple-Search Multi-Function
Button Bank" for ready access toa rich
range of information, viewed in your
language of choice.
1) Multiple-indicators display
2) Error code indications

High efficiency is the key in reducing
product volume and weight, ensuring easy mounting on walls.
1

2

The identical size of the 3.3kW and
4.6kW models enables installation
alongside different models, realizing
the optimum system for each customer’s requirements.
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